
 

EUROLITE LED Neon Flex 230V EC white 6400K 100cm
Flexible tube with Neon LEDs for decorative lighting

Art. No.: 50499505
GTIN: 4026397539912

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397539912

Weight: 0,52 kg

Length: 1.00 m

Width: 0.01 m

Heigth: 0.03 m

Description:

Neon light always had a very specific, striking character. And this is the reason why neon light
has established itself on advertising signs or on fairgrounds for instance. With the introduction of
LED neon flex it became possible to save costs considerably. Due to the flexible form, design
options additionally got more and more. And everything without a loss of luminance. The EC
version of the LED neon flex now turns over a new leaf. Changes to the existing neon flex are
as follows. On the one hand the eco version is clearly cheaper - so you can save both energy
and asset costs. On the other hand the colors (two different white, yellow, green, red and blue)
of the respective neon flex can be recognized even when the lights are out. This is due to the
plastics' special coloring and it gives the opportunity to deck out a carousel, a car bumper or
what the case may be also at daylight.

Features:

- Inexpensive economy version of the successful LED Neon Flex
- LED Neon Flex creates the effect of conventional neon light
- No complicated installation, no fragile glass nature, no potential shock hazard, no high

maintenance costs and no high power consumption

- Built of optimally protected LEDs in a full-plastic round tube which is extremely flexible and can
be bent in any radius as small as 4 cm

- One roll contains 50 cutable pieces with 100 cm each
- You can order as many pieces of the given length as you like, up to a maximum total length of

100 m

- Please specify the desired length when ordering
- Price per segment (100 cm)
- Cutting also possible directly on site
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- Cut it on the cutting mark, connect the power cord and endcap, and your new neon light effect is
ready to use

- Extensive accessories available; power cord and installation materials must be ordered
separately

- 230 V operation without transformer
- Not compatible with standard version
- 30 powerful LEDs SMD cold white (CW)
- Control via Accessory
- Suitable for outdoor use
- Various versions available

Technical specifications:

Power supply: 230 V AC, 50 Hz

IP classification: IP44

LED: 30 x SMD cold white (CW)

Color temperature: 6400K

Control: Accessory

Lamps/meter: 30 pc/pcs

Power/meter: 6 W

Lamp distance: 33 mm

Cutting mark: 100 cm

Maximum connection: 100 meter

Housing color: White

Dimensions: Length: 1 m

 Depth: 1,4 cm

 Height: 2,6 cm

Weight: 520 g
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